2004 honda foreman 450es

Freezing temperatures, snowy conditions, dusty ranch work, and enormous mud bogs â€” the
Honda Foreman can deal with anything you throw at it, thanks to its unstoppable character. As
many consider it one of the best ATVs ever made, it would be interesting to know what else it
can do. Dependable and uncompromising, it continues to be a popular choice for farmers,
recreational trail riders, and price-point shoppers. Efficient fuel delivery, minimal maintenance,
and superior ergonomics form part of this all-terrain vehicle appeal. Learn all this and more, as
this article helps determine whether the Honda Foreman is the right quad for you. The Honda
Foreman is a high-performance all-terrain vehicle introduced in and remained in production
until From pig farms to banana plantations to golf courses, this multi-purpose machine
performs a host of jobs more efficiently. It is reliable and used over rough roads, sandhills,
wooded trails, muddy fields, and water crossings. It is even considered by some enthusiasts to
perform a lot better than a Yamaha Grizzly and a Polaris Sportsman. He highlighted the lights,
front and rear racks, crankshaft, and other parts of the vehicle in detail. The reviewer did have
some funny moments calling the Foreman a Rancher. But all in all, he discussed the specs and
features on point. One of the things that enthusiasts are crazy about is the manual transmission
and ESP combo of this vehicle â€” they love the thumb shifting feature of the Foreman. You
also have to appreciate that Honda did not sacrifice functionality for convenience with this
model. This sport ATV allows you to go down long steep hills without having to touch the
brakes. It also has decent power for hill climbs and is probably one of the toughest ATVs ever
built â€” with its bullet-proof motor and bodywork. When taken care of really well, the Foreman
would need very minimal maintenance and repairs. You might see some scuffs on the body, but
that would usually be the extent of your worries. It never backs down from occasional mud
holes and narrow winding trails. It is easy to cold start even when left outside your garage
overnight during winter. Its seat is just the right height and does not require compressing the
shocks to be short enough to ride under obstacles or fallen trees. On the contrary, second-hand
purchases can be quite troublesome. For instance, veteran drivers typically recommend
replacing all seals and bearings to ensure that water does not go past and fill the axle tube.
Otherwise, this will rust the splines off the rear axle in the process. Rear brakes also tend to
seize up from lots of water and mud use. So if these are not working well, the brakes need to be
cleaned or replaced entirely. Because the Honda Foreman is considered very reliable, it also
tends to be abused without getting enough care, which results in part or function failures. Some
examples are as follows: speedometer not working; quad not shifting out of reverse while
running; top-end noise and oil leak, among others. Used, reasonably priced thumpers can be
bought in farm auctions, and would typically be models from years to Trader sites may sell
older models for cheaper. But these quads may either be overly worked or may come with
non-functional parts. When buying a Foreman , make sure to inspect the condition of the left
rear wheel, rear brakes, shifting, and speedometer. Be extra meticulous when particularly
eyeing a model, as owners have shared that it came with the most problems when purchased
second-hand. The specs and features of the Honda Foreman ES versus the Honda Rubicon are
comparable and almost similar, but with a few differences:. Dependent on driver preferences,
one model may stand out better than the other. For instance, if you are after quicker
acceleration, then the Rubicon will be the better choice. If you want a slightly lighter engine,
then Foreman will be the way to go. Honda Motor Company Ltd. Since it was founded in by
Soichiro Honda, the company has continued to manufacture a wide range of general-purpose
engines, top-of-the-line automobiles, and power equipment. In mint condition, it resells well and
can surpass higher cc counterparts. It is a hardworking beast, but can also be surprisingly
pleasant when used for leisurely trail rides. Synonymous with hard work, the Kawasaki Mule
has come a long way from its 1,class predecessor. This multi-functional quad is no longer just
for agricultural applications. Through the years, This wheeler was Polaris' Skip to content.
About Honda Foreman The Honda Foreman is a high-performance all-terrain vehicle introduced
in and remained in production until It has a bore of 90 millimeters and a stroke of 68 millimeters.
The engine displacement is cubic centimeters delivered by a Keihin carburetor, and its
compression ratio is Fuel tank capacity is 3. In place of a foot-shift lever are two
handlebar-mounted buttons that allow riders to shift with push-button ease. The vehicle
wheelbase is It allows 5. The rear suspension utilizes a swing arm and has a steel finish with
two shock absorbers that allow 5. Its height from the ground is 45 inches with a ground
clearance of 7. Seat height is Dry weight is lbs. Not to mention that its turning radius of It also
comes with full floorboards that are great as a safety feature. Continue Reading. Because of
their reliable design, relatively simple construction, and ease of repair; ATVs are the ideal
machine for maintenance and repair at home. With proper care and routine maintenance, your
ATV will provide many years of reliable use. When repairing an ATV, most home mechanics will
find them easy to work with and repairs quick and trouble-free. Scheduled ATV maintenance

should occur frequently at regular intervals. This routine maintenance should include changing
the oil, inspecting the shift linkage â€” steering â€” suspension â€” coolant system â€” fuel
system â€” drive belts â€” engine mounts, changing the spark plugs, and replacing the fuel and
air filters. Having a quality service manual specific to your ATV will help you identify the parts of
your ATV and assist you during routine maintenance and repair. Doing routine maintenance on
your ATV at home provides many benefits. It is less expensive than having an ATV shop do the
maintenance. It prolongs the life of your ATV. And, it provides you a better understanding of the
working components of your ATV. Even with diligent routine maintenance, ATVs may require
periodic repairs. In the event that you need to repair your ATV, it will likely be easier if you have
been doing your own routine maintenance as you will be more familiar with the mechanics of
your engine. Another asset that makes ATV engine repair easier, is access to service manuals
and parts catalogues. Since you already have a maintenance manual that youve been using for
routine maintenance, you need only assure that you have on hand a service catalogue for any
repairs that are necessary. Your ATV will provide you with many years of service. Routine
maintenance and periodic repairs at home will save you money and prolong the life of your ATV
engine. Tags: foreman honda manual service. Articole recente Honda Acura 3. Arhive iulie Make
Honda. Model Foreman ES Model Foreman ES. You won t see more new motorcycles at one
place anywhere else. We have over units in stock! We have financing available but you must
check with us first before purchasing. Extended warranties can be purchased for units we sell
at reasonable rates. If you have any questions please call toll free or and ask for internet sales.
We are open Tuesday through Saturday Central Time. We are Action Powersports in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. Anything for sale online can be viewed in person at our store. We are not new to
motorcycles either. We operate the largest used motorcycle dealership in Northeast Oklahoma.
Call and check with us, we know all the ins and outs of shipping motorcycles. Used bikes can
be shipped in the continental U. If you are in Oklahoma, Kansas, Texas, or Arkansas we may be
able to get it to you for much less. You come to our store to complete the paperwork. We have
financing available through several different lenders. We accept Pay-Pal, all major credit cards
as well as the Kawasaki or Yamaha card, certified bank check or cash in person. You must have
proper identification. As such, your participation by bidding on an item or submitting a Buy It
Now order accepts this fact, and you agree not to hold Action Powersports Inc responsible for
such errors. Any errors discovered and reported to us will be corrected as soon as possible. As
we are quite sure that most of our bidders have made at least one error along life s journey, we
appreciate your understanding of our position. Very well taken care of. Comes with a Winch.
Runs and Rides out Fine! Nobody likes to get beat up. And we're not talking about some
playground bully? All-day comfort. And in , we have Rubicon models with a wide range of
features so you can pick
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the one that's perfect for you. Every Rubicon uses the same class engine-tough, proven and
efficient. You get to choose between two transmission choices: a rugged conventional-type ATV
gearbox that makes the Rubicon the only manual-shift ATV with Independent Rear Suspension
on the market and our revolutionary automatic dual-clutch transmission that's fast-shifting and
features strong steel-gear internals. And about that IRS? Important Safety Information:
Recommended for riders 16 years of age and older. Honda recommends that all ATV riders take
a training course and read their owner's manual thoroughly. Call Rick Johnson at Rocky Ford,
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